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In [7] necessary conditions were developed for a Hill’s equation to have 
only a finite number of gaps in that part of its spectrum lying on d(A) = 2 or 
on d(1) = -2. Herein we shall demonstrate that these conditions are also 
sufficient, and as a byproduct we shall show that when a Hill’s equation has 
only a finite band spectrum, it may be solved by quadratures. A special case 
of this phenomenon was already demonstrated in [ 111. It is also worth 
noting that the necessary conditions of [7 ] represent inverse spectral 
theorems, whereas the present sufficient conditions represent direct theorems. 
Generally the discoveries of the direct results precede the inverse results, 
unlike the situation in this case. 
We now consider the Hill’s equation with periodic potential function 
J”’ + [A - q(x)] J’ = 0. 4(x + 7r) = q(x). 
By J’, and ~1~ we denote the solutions of (1) which satisfy 
(1) 
y,(O) = JqO) = 1 and J((o) = J’:(o) = 0. 
The discriminant of (1) is given by d(A) = y,(n) + J’;(Z) and i,, I,, AZ ,.... the 
zeros of 2 -d(L), are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to the boundary 
conditions y(O) =~r(n) and y’(O) =J?‘(~T), while the zeros of 2 + d(l). A{, Ai, 
1; ,.... are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to the boundary conditions 
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J’(O) = -y(x) and ~“(0) = -J”(X). We assume, without loss of generality, that 
J’; q(x) dx = 0. For further background information see (2, 8, 131. 
Since 9 is a n-periodic function with mean value zero, 
q(x) = x [a, cos 2nx + 6, sin 2nx]. 
n-1 
We denote the even and odd harmonic parts of q by q, and I’, respectively, 
and let 
cc a,,,, I(x) = x sin2(2n+ l)s-b,,+,cos2(2n+ 1)x 
2(2n + 1) 
1 
PI=0 
where I(x + n/2) = -I(x) so that 
4(x) = %(X1 + I’(x). (2) 
Goldberg (3,4] and Lax [ 121 showed that all but 2n + 1 zeros of 
4 - d’(A) are double if and only if q(x) satisfies the n th order 
KortewegdeVries equation. Goldberg and Hochstadt [7] proved the 
following inverse theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let q E C”. If all but 2n + 1 zeros of 2 -A(A) are double. 
then 
R ??+I + qT C,R,=O, 
k=u 
(3) 
where the R, (k = 0, l,..., n + I) satisfy 
R,= 1, 
R’ k+l = -$R;’ + +q: R, + q,R; -I’ (’ f’R,ds + +,I’. (4) 
rk I ck constant. 
Here 1‘ I’R, dr denotes simply the term by term indefinite integration of a 
Fourier series. 
THEOREM 2. Let q E C”. If all but 2n zeros of 2 + A@) are double. 
then 
n 
T II+1 + v d, Tk = 0, 
k:l 
(5) 
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where the Tk (k = 1, 2,..., n + 1) satisfJ1 
T, =1 
T’ - -$T; + ;q; T, + q, T; - I’ I’ I’T,dr + +tkI’, kfl - 
t,, d, constant. 
(6) 
The above theorems generalize the results of Borg [ 11, Hochstadt 19, IO] 
and Goldberg and Hochstadt [5, ] and separate the nonvanishing instability 
intervals of (1) into two categories corresponding to the zeros of 2 + A(l) 
and the zeros of 2 -d(l). 
We summarize our results in the following theorems: 
THEOREM 3. All but 2n + 1 zeros of 2 -A(1) are double if and only if 
,, 
R ntl + \‘ c,R,=O 
A:, 
(3) 
and 
II I 
R,+ \‘ c,R,fO. 
,&:I 
THEOREM 4. All but 2n zeros of 2 + A(d) are double if and only f 
T nt I + T7 d,T, = 0 (5) 
k:l 
and 
n - I 
T,, + ” d, Tk f 0. 
k-I-1 
THEOREM 5. The Hill’s equation 
4”’ + [A - q(x)] I’ = 0, q(-u + n) = q(x) (1) 
can be solved by quadratures for y whenecer 4 - A’(L) has only a finite 
number of simple zeros. 
A special case of Theorem 5 when only three zeros of 4 -A’(n) are simple 
was proved by Hochstadt Ill I. 
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PROOF OF RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Let 
Qcx) = L + q(x) :, ) 
and 
N(x) = f CT) 
if 
g(*u) 
‘ix) + (-A + 4e(x) - I’(x)) gi-x) fi-xl + g’(x) 
If 4(x) is a solution matri.x of the system X’ = QX. then so is TV = 
N(x) 4(x + 7r/2) provided 
f” - 2I’f- 2Ag’ + 29, g’ - 2I’g’ + q; g - I”g = 0 (7) 
and 
f I + ; g” - I’g = 0. (8) 
Proof: For TV to solve X’ = QX it is necessary that (T$(x)) = 
Q(x) V(x). But 
and 
(T$(x))’ = [N’(x) + N(x) Q(x + 7c/2)] #(x + ~42) 
Q(x) W-~) = Q(x) N(x) $(x + n/2). 
Calculations show that 
N’(x) + N(x) Q(x + 71,/2) = (“’ + ‘-’ + qe - I’) g 
f” + (9: - I”) g + (f + 2g’)(-1 + 4, - I’) 
f +g’ 
and 
2f + g” + g(-1 + qr - I’) 
‘f’+(4+qe-I’)g f+g’ 
Q(X) N(x) = (fic-n + qe + I’) 1 g(-lf9,fI’). . 
A comparison of the above two matrices yields (7) and (8). 
Remark. The system X’ = QX is equivalent to Hill’s equation (1). 
LEMMA 2. The function R,,(r) is even harmonic and T,,(r) is odd 
harmonic for all n. 
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Proof: By uz we denote the solution of 
u”+ (A-q(x+r)]u=O 
which satisfies u,(O. r) = 0 and us(O, r) = 1. Since 
u2(x, 5) =y,(r)~~(?s + 5) -y2(r)y,(x + r). 
and since, as in [7], u?(x. r + n) = u~(.L r), it is easy to verify, by use of the 
above equation for u~(.Y, r), that 
uz(7r/2. r) = -u,(-n/2, r + 742) 
and similar1 y 
uz(-7~12, 5) = -uz(x/2, r - ~12) = --~~(742, 5 + 742). 
Therefore, 
u,(42, r + 42) - uz(-7r/2, 5 + 742) = u,(n/2.r) - uz(-z/2. 5). 
4(x/2,5 + 42) + ~~(-42. r + n/2) = - [u2(7c/2, 5) + ~~(-42, r)]. 
In [7] it was also shown that 
u,(lr/2.5) - 4-42, 5) 
= 
and 
u,(n/2,5) + ~~(-742. 5) 
= 
A substitution of (11) into (9) yields 
R,(r + 742) = R,(r). n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and from (10) and (12) it similarly follows that 
T,(r + 742) = -T,,(r). n = I, 2. 3 ,.... 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
LEMMA 3. Suppose S,,,, =O, where S,= ~~~O~m~kR,, c, = 1, 
m = 0, l,.... n + 1. Then 
g,= <’ A”-ks (13) 
go 
k’ f,= I’g,Z’dx-+g:, 
satisfy (7) and (8). 
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ProoJ From (8) it follows that 
f = j'g(' d-x - $g’ t C, (14) 
where C is a constant of integration. Using (14) for f,,, (7) becomes 
-+ g”’ + 2&q, + gq:, - 2Ag’ - 21’ (_ gl’ d.u - 2CI’ = 0. (15) 
Since R, is even harmonic, so is g,,. From (15) it follows that C = 0 because 
I’ is odd harmonic. Similarly. rk = 0 for all k in (4). Using g,, and (4). the 
left-hand side of (15) becomes 
f Anmk ’ c&j 
k:,l po 
-$Ry f Rjq: + 2Rjq,- 21’1 R,iI’ d,v 
J 
thereby verifying that g, and f, satisfy (7) and (8). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose S,,, = 0. where S, = zT=, d,,-, &, Tk, d, = 1. 
m = 1, 2,..., n + 1. The solutions forf and g in (7) and (8) arc 
g,= 6 l”--kSk, 
h:, 
f( = (_ g,Z’ d-y - f g; - P,,(A), (16) 
where 
ProoJ Since T,, is odd harmonic, the value of C in (14) and (15) is not 
yet determined. A substitution of (16) into the left-hand side of (15) yields 
+ A”-” 
k:l 
-$F + Sk& + 2s;q, - 21’ J’ S,I’dx 
J 
-2/l \‘ L”-kS; - 2CI’ 
k=l 
409.91:2 6 
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= <’ l’1-k \“’ dkej+, 
,J,z, ,r, 
-+T:” + T,q,t + ZT(q,, -~ 2I’ 1. T,I’d.u 
2d,+, + + dkm;+,ri +2C 
7, j I 
The latter reduces to zero by choosing C = -P,(l) as in (17). 
A multiplication of (15) by g followed by an integration gives us 
-j gg” + $( g’ y + g’q, - lg? - h’ = -F(l). (18) 
where 
h(x) = 1‘ gf’ d-x + C. 
We therefore define F, and F, by 
F,(~)=+~g,gl:-acgl)?-g~q,+Igt, 
[. 1 
2 
+ \g,l’dx , 
F,(A) = +f g, g;’ - i( -g:q, + Agf 
(19.1) 
I 
2 
+ I‘g,” dx- P$) . 
It is important to observe that F,(l) and F,(A) are polynomials in ,4 of degree 
2n + 1 and 2n, respectively. They are independent of x. 
By means of (19) and Lemma 2, calculations now show that when we 
choose g = g,, f = f,, 
N(x) N(x + n/2) = -F,(l) ( :, ‘: j = -F,(A) i (20) 
and /N(x)1 = F,(A). 
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Similarly, 
N(x) N(x + 7r/2) = F,(1) f, I Nx)l = F,(l) (21) 
when g=g,,f=f,. 
We observe that, by Lemma 1, Td(?c) is a solution matrix, provided @(x) 
is. Then 
Tqqx) = N(x) 9(x + n/2) = (b(x) A(A), (22) 
where A(A) is a suitable constant matrix which only depends on A. 
Furthermore 
T’$(x) = N(x) N(x + ?r/2) 4(x t 7r) = $8(x) A? (23) 
and we shall now assume that g(x) is a fundamental matrix, with initial 
value 4(O) = 1. Then 4(x + rc) = 4(x) 4(z) and from (23) we deduce that. 
using (20) and (21), 
-F,(l) 9(4 = A 34 for g=g,,, f=f,. (24) 
F,(A) 0) = ‘4 x4 for g=g,, f=f,. (25) 
LEMMA 5. Matrix A(I) is an analytic and entire matrix and 
A,(l) = dC,@)l(2 -WI) If- @(n)L (26) 
A,@) = dWM2 + @I) If+ @(~)I. (27) 
Proof: From (22) we note that 
A=#-‘(x)N(x)#(x+z/2), 
and the right side of the above is clearly analytic and entire. Equations (26) 
and (27) follow by an application of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Here 
d(71) satisfies 
(P(7-r) -d(A) 4(n) + i= 0 
so that 
$(r) = Ii - VW1 %4u - 2). 
It follows that 
A:(4 = -F,@)@(n) =(F,VW --d(W)[i- @($I’. 
from which (26) follows, and similarly for (27). 
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THEOREM 6. Every zero of F,(A ) (F,(A ) ) is 0 simple zero of 2 - 3 (A ) 
(2 + d(l)), and is also a simple iero. Conrersel.v, ever>? simple zero q/‘ 
2 -d(l) (2 + d(A)) is a simple zero of F,,(A) (F,(A)). We cIsszune fhnt 
s II + I = 0. but S, z 0 (see Lemmas 3 and 4). 
ProoJ Suppose (w.1.o.g.) that 1 = 0 is a simple zero of 2 -d(I). Then 
(26) shows that F,(i) must have a zero of odd multiplicity at /I = 0 in order 
for the radical to be analytic at 1 = 0. If the multiplicity exceeds one, then 1 
divides A,,(A). 
Suppose that 2 -d(1) has a double zero at 1 = 0. Then, as above. F(A) 
must have a zero of even multiplicity at ,I = 0. But in this case 9(n) = 
g(O) = i, so that A divides A,,(n). From (22) we note that if ,I divides A,,(A). it 
must also divide N(x). in which case 1 divides g,. one of the entries in /V(s). 
But 
g,, = S,,(x) +/Is,, ,(sj + ... + A” 
and for 1 to divide g, it would require that S,,(s) = 0. contrary to hypothesis. 
We thus see that every simple zero of 2 -d(1) is also a simple zero of F,,(J) 
and no double zero of 2 -d(A) can be a zero of F,,(A). 
Now suppose (w.1.o.g.) that 1 = 0 is a zero of F,,(1). If it has even 
multiplicity it would follow that 1 divides if,(,Ij. which as shown above is 
impossible. If it has odd multiplicity greater than one, it would again follow 
that ,I divides A,,(I). If the zero is simple. then (26) shows that 2 -d(1) 
must also have a simple zero at 1 = 0. 
We conclude that F,(i) has only simple zeros and the simple zeros of 
F,,(n) and 2 -d(A) are identical. A similar argument applies to F,(1) and 
2 + d(l). 
Proof of Theorem 3. The necessary part of that theorem was provided in 
17 1. The sufficiency is contained in Theorem 6, in which it is shown that if 
s II + I = 0, S,, # 0, 2 -d(1) has precisely 2n + 1 simple zeros. 
The proof of Theorem 4 follows similarly. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We return to (22) and consider 
N,,(x) @(.u + n/2) = &,(A)/(2 -A@)) 9(-yj[j- #(n)l. (28 1 
N,(-Y) @(x + n/2) = &q/(2 + d(A)) $wli+ 9(x)1. (29) 
Let C be an eigenvector of 9(7c) so that 4(7c) C = pC. Then by applying the 
two above equations to C, eliminating 4(,uj, and then shifting .Y + .Y - r/2. 
one obtains 
I( 1 + P) \/F,VW - d(A)) Nub - 7d2) 
- (1 - p) &,@)(2 + d(l)) N,(x - 7r/2)] f$(x) c = 0. (30) 
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But 
g(x) c = ( 
Cl Y,(X) + C? 4’>(X) 
Cl 4’;(x) + c2 4’;(x) 1’ 
so that the above is in fact a first-order differential equation for 
y = c, ?‘, + cz .l’l, which can be solved by quadratures. 
Equation (30) can be simplified as follows: By viewing Hill’s equation (1) 
as a Hill’s equation on the interval 10, 2x1, all odd instability intervals 
vanish. Therefore (w.1.o.g.) we can assume that F,(A) = 1, g, = O.f, = 1. Also 
N, = i, so that (30) reduces to 
[Cl +P) dmbux - 7.42) 
- (1 - PI dwv + 41)) 1 !a) c = 0. (31) 
Equation (31) can be simplified a bit further by nothing that 
(1 -PI 
I 
(1 +P) 
i 
L 
p>. 1, 
l/p > 1, 
Remark. For p = 1, Eq. (28) leads to a first-order differential equation. 
as does (29) for p = -1. 
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